
Daily Success Starter # 26

After the video, tell me one 

improvement you can make today in 

your collaborative process. What can 

you change to help your team be more 

successful?



Daily Success Starter # 26

After the video, tell me one 

improvement you can make today in 

your collaborative process. What can 

you change to help your team be 

successful tomorrow?



DSS #27
1. My Uncle learned me that “the t in the 

expression fit to a tee comes from the T-
square.” A tool carpenter’s use to make sure 
measurements are accurate.

2. The state of Texas has had the following 6
National flags flying over it. Spain France 
Mexicao the republic of Texas the confederate 
states of America and the United States of 
America



DSS #28
• Choose three of the following questions to respond to:

What’s your earliest memory?

What is the most important thing that has ever happened to you?

What is the worst thing that ever happened to you?

What is something you will never forget?

What is the moment where you were 100% happy?

What was a time when you felt brokenhearted?

What memory shows something important about your family or your 
friends?

What was a time when you’ve laughed harder than you’ve ever laughed 
before?



DSS #29
1. One of the intresting tidbits we learned in 

History class (My favorite subject). Is that jeans 
are a by-product of the gold rush of 1849.

2. George Washington Carver, born a slave during 
the civil war introduced crop rotation to poor 
farmers in the rural south, and discovered alot of 
uses for peanuts, soybeans and sweet potatoes. 



DSS #30
1. $5,000 was the amount the great racing horse Man 

O’ War sold for in 1918 but he and his three hundred 
eighty-three descendant earned close to 6,000,000 
dollars.

2. Under three rooves three attornies in three studios 
made three wishs jumped into three jalopys, stuck 
there heads out of three windows and decided 
between themselves where to go for lunch.


